
 
 

 

Design Showcase 
 

As part of Design Season 3 we’ve brought together multiple design disciplines to showcase work 

being made by Leicester/shire based artists, designers and makers, from established professionals to 

students and graduates about to embark on their creative careers. 

To find out more about this exhibition visit http://www.lcbdepot.co.uk/event/design-showcase  

#designshowcase @lcbdepot 

 

1.Large Mug 2.Medium Mug 3.Espresso Cup 4.Sibling Vase Scallop in Nude Pink 5.Sibling Vase 

Scallop 6.Facet Lamp Small with Glass 7.Facet Lamp Medium 8.Hope Soap Dish  (not in order 

above) 

Elle Maxwell 

1. Perfect for an Americano or a generous, cosy brew. Made from Parian, which is a beautifully 

tactile clay with an addictively smooth matt finish, you won’t want to put it down! Coloured 

throughout and carved in a texture which feels lovely on the fingertips. Completely made by hand in 

Leicester.  

2.Perfect for a flat white, this is our most popular size with coffee lovers. Made from Parian, which is 

a beautifully tactile clay with an addictively smooth matt finish, you won’t want to put it down! 

Coloured throughout and carefully carved in a texture which feels lovely on the fingertips. 

Completely made by hand in Leicester. 

3.Perfect for espresso, this little cup was made for the ultimate coffee lover. Made from Parian, 

which is a beautifully tactile clay with an addictively smooth matt finish, you won’t want to put it 

down! Coloured throughout and carved in a texture which feels lovely on the fingertips. Completely 

https://www.designseason.uk/
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made by hand in Leicester. 

4+5.Sibling Vases are a collection by designer-maker, Elle Maxwell. This 

family of vases spring from one base shape, yet each is different to the last. 

Whether carved, textured, or manipulated, each vessel is independent from 

it’s group, yet intrinsically cohesive as a collection. With carving inspired by 

nature’s patterning and loopy, sculptural handles, these designs are striking 

in contemporary interior spaces. These vases are uncommonly made of 

Parian clay, which is remarkably marble-like in quality, and needless of 

glaze. Parian is little used now, yet tactile and beautiful. Every vase has been 

finished by hand, polishing up the translucent surface until surprisingly soft 

and lovely to hold. Perfect for flowers on your table, or as an art object in 

your home. Hand wash to preserve it’s refined surface. 

6.A small, porcelain pendant encased in a midcentury-style glass cloche. This lamp provides a warm 

glow and functional downlight for any space. A succinct pendant that looks lovely alone or in a row 

as a feature installation. 

7.A smooth, teardrop shaped pendant with subtle facets and a handmade speckled terrazzo base. 

This pendant will bring a warm glow and functional downlight to your space. The tapered shape of 

the ceramic lamp makes it perfect for clustering over a dining table or hallway. 

8.A collaboration between Elle Maxwell of Speckled Grey and Joanna of Mother Feels. Created 

during the constraints of the COVID lockdown, The Hope Soap Dish is a thoughtful, handmade 

ceramic piece to treasure in the home. Placing 

importance on handwashing and hygiene, the soft, tactile Parian dish has been 

delicately handcrafted and decorated with an emotive pattern designed to reflect 

hope and togetherness, inviting thoughtfulness through design and donation. The Hope Soap Dish is 

cast by Elle using Parian; a beautifully soft and tactile 

porcelain clay with a marble-like, translucent finish. Sanded and polished instead of 

glazed, the piece then has Joanna’s painted pattern added to finish. Packaged 

protectively to get to its recipient safely, a greetings card to reflect the message of 

Hope also comes with the dish to create a perfect gift. The collaboration has a focus on ensuring it is 

as environmentally conscious as possible, with the promotion of using bar soap instead of bottled, 

recycled packaging, and greetings card printed on 100% recycled materials. 

Artist Bio 

I practice with Parian porcelain to create delicate, functional objects and lighting. I am led by the 

ceramic making process, my method consists of casting in layers, hand forming, carving and 

polishing. Inspiration comes from simple materials, clean lines and beautifully finished surfaces. 

Patterns and textures in nature have underpinned my design notions. 

Pared-back influences of natural rock and pebble, softly faceted and tangible, feature in 

methodically finished pieces. Aiming to provoke thoughtfulness with the soft material finish, I hope 

for people to find my pieces tactile and calming to hold. I am motivated by sensitive interior design 

and how craft can enrich and diversify a space, both public and in the home. 

I hold an interest in the space between commercial and craft boundaries and my collections strive to 

combine artwork, craftsmanship, and functionality. 

@speckledgrey (insta) 


